Plastic Modular Belt (Mat Style) Conveyors

Multi-Conveyor belt systems are targeted to your specific process needs. We choose the right components, from steel to rubber grippers, from chains and sprockets, to controls and configuration. For example, a three-tier belt system was the right modular solution for a snack food drying process. Stainless steel construction with servo drive packaging for high speed indexing is one of our specialties. You can also count on control verification in your plant to fine tune our indexing systems. Often we incorporate very robust design for stability with particular product flow situations such as paper rolls. Horizontal pivoting belt conveying with multiple lane configurations met another recent market requirements.

**Modular Plastic Belt (Mat Style)**

- Carbon steel or stainless steel construction
- Straight running and side-flexing applications
- Horizontal, incline or decline
- Available chain widths: 3" to 120"
- Adjustable or fixed guiderails
- End to end transfers with roller deadplates or flat stainless steel deadplates
- Side transfer with flush mounted hardware and bearings

**Most Popular Applications:**
- Accumulating
- Ambient Cooling
- Bulk (Mass Flow) Accumulation
- Curing
- Elevating
- Hand Packing
- Inspecting
- Manipulating
- Transporting

**Your choice of: Supports**

- NGI Stainless Steel
- Solus
- Formed Feet
- Heavy Duty Paper Standards
- Single Bolt Pad (Sanitary)
- Sanitary Round
- Dual Locking Caster with Acme Threads
- Dual Locking Caster (Sanitary)

**Your choice of: Guiderails**

- Adjustable Guiderails
- Fixed Guiderails
- Sanitary Washdown Rails
- Aluminum Guiderails
- Guiderail Covers and Static Dissipating Solutions
- Roller and Beaded Rails
- Solid UHMW
- Curves, Serpentes, Spirals and Custom Rails
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